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Paper 1: chose the best answer: ? -3
1. A tunnel has a length of 50 km. A car takes 20 min to travel between the two ends of the tunnel.
What is the average speed of the car?
A. 2.5 km I h
B. 16.6 km I h
~ 150 km/h
D. 1000 km I h

2. A child is standing on the platform of a station, watching the trains.

o

A train travelling at 30 m I s takes ~ to pass the child.
What is the length of the train?
A. 10 m B. 30 m @90 m D. 135 m

3. The circuit of a motor racing track is 3 km in length. In a race, a car goes 25 times round the circuit in19
minutes. What is the average speed ofth car?-A. 75 km I hour B. 90 km I hour C. 150 km I hour D. 750 km I hour

4. A car travels 100 km. The highest speed of the car is 90 km/h, and the lowest speed is 30 km/h. The
journey takes two hours. What is the average speed for the journey?

A. 30km/h B.50km/h ©60km/h D.90km/h

5. A snail moves along a ruler. It takes 20 s to move from Q to R.
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What is its average seed from Q to R?
12 12-2A. - cm/s B. -- cm/s
20 20

20C. -cm/s
12

20D. -- cm/s
12-2
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6. A train travels along a track from Aytown to Beetown. The map
shows the route. The distance travelled by the train between the
towns is 210 km. It moves at an average speed of 70 km/ h. How
long does the journey take?
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A. less than ~ hours, because the journey is not in a straight line
210

@) 210C. exactly - hours70

D. more than 210 hours, because the journey is not in a straight line70

7. A racing car is fitted with an on-board computer. Every time the car passes the starting line, the
computer records the distance travelled in the next 2 seconds. Which set of data shows that the car is
increasing in speed during the 2 seconds?
~

B

time/s
distance

traveUed/m x&;r
0 0 c/l/
1 90
2 180

0

time/s
distance

travelled 1m -:0 0

1 100
2 180

A

lime/s
distance

travelledlm

0 0
1 100

2 200

(C)

time Is
distance

travelled/m

0 0 )
1 80

2 190 )
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Paper2:
Palm trees are growing every 25 m alongside the highway in a holiday resort.

1 2 3 4

The IGCSE school bus drives along the highway.
a. It takes 2 s for the bus to travel between palm tree 1 and palm tree 2.
Calculate the average speed of the bus between tree 1 and tree 2.

2?
Q

b. It takes~ than 2 for the bus to travel from tree 2 to tree 3.
State what this information indicates about the speed of the bus .

........................................, 2. ~~ d~.wn (.d~Q')~.~)

c. The speed of the bus continues to do what you have said in (b). State how the time taken to go from tree 3
to tree 4 compares with the time in (b).

The time taken to travel from tree 3 to tree 4 is 6x:ec.der. ..:t~0. the time to travel from tree 2 to
tree 3.
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